
Democracy in Schools

Who took part
Fishbowl Youth is a voluntary based youth club for free-thinking youths in the

east Clare area.

Fishbowl Youth developed their partnership in Ireland with three schools in their

locality. They had previously been involved in youth exchanges (Action 1.1) with

their partner Il Monastero, an Italian youth organisation. The two groups built on

this relationship by developing a new project focusing on democracy for young

people in school. This youth democracy project involved 36 young people (18

from Ireland and 18 from Italy) and lasted 18 months.

The Youth Democracy project focused on democracy and decision making  in

school.. During the first phase of the project, ten participants - from each country -

researched and documented through the medium of film the democratic process

in three schools in County Clare and two schools in Rome. The research was then

shared between all the groups and the young people visited each other’s countries

and schools. This allowed the groups to gain a real sense of the scope of the

project and the realities that each were working within. 

Phase two of the project involved the youth groups and teachers working together

on a common understanding of democracy and developing ideas for good

democratic practices in school.. Peer education workshops took place so that the

young people involved would be in a position to transfer their skills and findings to

their peers.

The final phase of the project allowed the groups to meet again in Ireland to use

film to evaluate the full process and results. The final film was used as a way to

promote democracy in schools and to highlight the opportunities for young people

and other groups in the area.

The young people, youth leaders, teachers and their communities have learned so

much through their involvement in this project.

The young people gained experience in research skills and increased their

confidence in engaging with decision makers. They had the opportunity to travel to

Italy and to host their partners. Many of the young people learned new skills that

are transferable in future activities such as project management and film making.

They now have a better understanding of democracy and are more likely to

partake in democratic processes at a later stage in their lives. Peer-to-peer

learning amongst the participants further developed their personal skills.

Coordinating a project of this nature between two European countries also

increased their knowledge of another culture. Finally, the project helped young

people to develop initiative and creativity through the development and completion

of the film documentary.

What did they do?

What were the benefits?



Who took part
The Irish Youth and Media Development (IYMD) aims to help young people develop

an informed and critical understanding of the nature of mass media: both the techniques

used by the media industry and the impact of these techniques on the image of youth in

society. IYMD also aims to provide young people with the ability to create their own media

products and to use them in the development of relations across borders, as a tool for

global citizenship and a means to work for justice and peace.

IYMD and European Movement Ireland worked together with The Youth Panel and Youth

Action from Belfast and Newry on an eight-month project. The project supported young

people to develop their journalistic skills prior to the European Elections in June 2009 so

that they in turn could report to their peers in a youth-friendly way.

Young people aged 17 to 25, representing the five European Election constituencies, took

part in weekend seminars on topics such as: How the EU works; What happens in the

European Parliament Elections; and How to use different communication channels to have
your voice heard.

Once training was over the young people covered the elections asking questions such as:

Are the issues presented by the election candidates relevant to young people? Do the

candidates address key issues in the constituencies? How does the media serve the

democratic process?

The young people had access to press conferences and some had the opportunity to

interview the election candidates. This was a fantastic opportunity for the young people to

ask questions directly related to youth issues. The young journalists added their articles

and feedback, in a youth- friendly way, to the IYMD website.

Following the election, the young people reviewed their work and reported to the newly

elected MEPs, and to people from across Europe, on how they felt young people are, and

could be, engaged in the democratic process.

What did they do?

Irish Youth Media & Democracy

The young people played a key role in the realisation of this project. As youth reporters

they were the main actors as they covered the European elections and created an active

political dialogue for young people. The young people had opportunities for personal

development through their participation in the project.

Participants received training in blogging, news writing, interviewing techniques,

communication such as speaking to groups and also had the opportunity to attend press

conferences, political debates and represented young people in the adult-dominated

media world.

This project gave the young people valuable journalistic experience. It empowered them to

tackle political issues and also provided them with knowledge and information skills that

will support them in future career paths. One member of the group commented that “The
Youth Media for Europe is an interesting talking point on my CV. Since finishing the project
I have found that interviewers are intrigued about the project… they ask further questions
about the project at the interview process”

What were the benefits?


